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Imagine—what if you had access to a simple yes-or-no answer to any question you wished to
ask? A demonstrably true answer. Any question . . . think about it.— from the Foreword We
think we live by forces we control, but in fact we are governed by power from unrevealed
sources, power over which we have no control.— from the author’s Preface The universe holds
its breath as we choose, instant by instant, which pathway to follow; for the universe, the very
essence of life itself, is highly conscious. Every act, thought, and choice adds to a permanent
mosaic; our decisions ripple through the universe of consciousness to affect the lives of all.—
from Power vs. Force "[A] beautiful gift of writing . . . [You] spread joy, love, and compassion
through what you write. The fruit of these three is peace, as you know . . ."— Mother Teresa ". .
. particularly timely . . . a significant contribution to understanding and dealing with the
problems we face today."— Lee Iacocca "I especially appreciate [the] research and presentation
on the attractor patterns of business . . ."— Sam Walton "Overwhelming! A masterpiece! A
lifetime work!"— Sheldon Deal, President, International College of Applied Kinesiology
An African-American family is united in love and pride as they struggle to overcome poverty
and harsh living conditions, in the award-winning 1959 play about an embattled Chicago family
Discusses the significance of dreams and describes techniques for using dreams to increase
creativity, gain psychological insights, and solve personal problems
First published in 1991. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Presents the Swiss psychologist's thoughts, experiences, and everything he felt after a period
of time spent seeing visions, hearing voices, and inducing hallucinations.
The Inner Work will take you on a hero's journey through the uncharted depths of your
subconscious mind to understand your shadows and unlock the greatness of your full potential.
Through the uprooting of limiting beliefs and transcendence of themes of consciousness which
perpetuate suffering, true freedom and lasting happiness will finally be revealed. By process of
radical self-analysis and a practical three-step method, The Inner Work invites you to let go of
your struggle with life. If you are a human, and you want to be happy, this book is for you.
In the tradition of Annie Dillard and Natalie Goldberg, this resource for writers and non-writers
alike shows the act of writing to be a dynamic means of knowing, healing, and creating the
body, mind, and spirit.
Imagining has long been used as a therapeutic tool. Carl Jung developed the concept further
by introducing Active Imagination, in which the creative powers of the unconscious produce
images which are then addressed by the ego. While Jung never described this method in book
form, Kast explains it thrillingly to the lay reader.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a
life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the
Giver, who reveals the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to
solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the
world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and
every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of
human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood
dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent
years.
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Robert A. Johnson, bestselling author of He, She, We and other psychology classics, shares a
lifetime of insights and experiences in this easy-to-read book on psychological projection seeing traits in others that are, in fact, our own. Drawing on early Christianity, mediaeval
alchemy, depth psychology and the myths of The Flying Dutchman and The Once and Future
King, he, also, explores the subjects of loneliness, fundamentalist religion and the spiritual
dimensions of psychology.
You had the most amazing dream last night. It spoke to your highest aspiration-your most
secret wish-and presented a vision of a future that was right for you. But now, in the cold light
of day, that inspiring dream is gone forever-or is it? According to Dr. Stephen Aizenstat, a
psychotherapist, university professor, and dream specialist, dreams are not just phantoms that
pass in the night, but a present living reality that you can engage with and learn from in your
daily life. In Dream Tending, Dr. Aizenstat shows how to access the power of your dreams to
transform nightmare figures into profound and helpful mentors; bring fresh warmth and
intimacy into your relationships; overcome obsessions, compulsions, and addictions; engage
healing forces of your dreams through imaginary medicines ; re-imagine your career and cope
with difficulties in the workplace; discover the potential of your untapped creativity; and see the
world around you from a new and dynamic perspective.
This is a hands-on manual for anyone who is interested in dreams. At the same time, it is the
story of a personal journey through the dream world by the author and several of his patients
and students. Robert Bosnak offers exercises and strategies for studying dreams, including: •
Remembering and recording dreams • Analyzing a written dream text • Studying a series of
dreams for its underlying themes • Using the techniques of active imagination and
amplification • Working on dreams alone, in pairs, and in groups Through this Little Course in
Dreams it becomes clear that the imagination is a powerful force that simultaneously "poisons"
us and provides the remedies to the soul's ills. Dreamwork thus opens the way to the healing
and transformation of the soul.
The Pulitzer Prize and Drama Critics Circle Award winning play. A Streetcar Named Desire is
the tale of a catastrophic confrontation between fantasy and reality, embodied in the characters
of Blanche DuBois and Stanley Kowalski. Fading southern belle Blanche DuBois is adrift in the
modern world. When she arrives to stay with her sister Stella in a crowded, boisterous corner
of New Orleans, her delusions of grandeur bring her into conflict with Stella's crude, brutish
husband Stanley Kowalski. Eventually their violent collision course causes Blanche's fragile
sense of identity to crumble, threatening to destroy her sanity and her one chance of
happiness.
From Robert A. Johnson, the bestselling author of Transformation, Owning Your Own Shadow,
and the groundbreaking works He, She, and We, comes a practical four-step approach to
using dreams and the imagination for a journey of inner transformation. In Inner Work, the
renowned Jungian analyst offers a powerful and direct way to approach the inner world of the
unconscious, often resulting in a central transformative experience. A repackaged classic by a
major name in the field, Robert Johnson’s Inner Work enables us to find extraordinary
strengths and resources in the hidden depths of our own subconscious.
Demonstrates how dreams and imagination can be transformed into an active, creative part of
one's life. Shows how to integrate the total self and gain valuable insight into the conflicts and
desires that motivate us.

A revised edition of a landmark work of psychology; the author uses the ancient
myth of Amor and Psyche as the springboard for a brilliant, perceptive
exploration of how one becomes a mature and complete woman.
"From The collected works of C.G. Jung, volumes 4, 8, 12, 16"--P. [i].
The esteemed Jungian psychologist counsels on how to cope with feelings of
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failure or regret in the latter half of life and how to open to a more meaningful
existence, even if outer circumstances cannot be changed. In Living Your Unlived
Life, the renowned therapist Robert A. Johnson, writing with longtime collaborator
and fellow Jungian psychologist Jerry M. Ruhl, offers a simple but transformative
premise: Our abandoned, unrealized, or underdeveloped talents, when they are
not fully integrated into our lives, can become profoundly troublesome in midlife,
leading us to depression, suddenly hating our spouses, our jobs, or even our
lives. When our unlived lives are brought to consciousness, however, they can
become the fuel that can propel us beyond our limitations?even if our outer
circumstances cannot always be visibly altered.
In this revised edition of Natural Spirituality: A Handbook for Jungian Inner Work
in Spiritual Community, Joyce Rockwood Hudson moves Jungian dream work
from the professional world of the analyst’s office into the everyday world of
spiritual seekers in local community, both inside and outside the institutions of
traditional religion. For those willing to meet the divine in the natural flow of life,
this book offers an opportunity to embark upon the spiritual path of individuation,
whether traveling alone or with the support of a group. With clarity and simplicity
Joyce Hudson puts into her reader’s hands the tools for inner work that Carl
Jung offered to spiritual seekers everywhere. JOYCE ROCKWOOD HUDSON
Joyce Rockwood Hudson has taught the principles of Jungian inner work to
church and community dream groups for almost three decades. Since its original
publication, her book Natural Spirituality has been a handbook for dream groups
across the U.S. and abroad. She is on the faculty of the Haden Institute, where
she teaches in the Dream Leader Training Program and helps oversee the
annual Summer Dream and Spirituality Conference. The author of seven books,
her literary prizes include Holland’s prestigious Silver Pencil award, an American
Library Association Notable Book award, and Georgia Writer of the Year in
Fiction.
A tiny American town's plans for radical self-government overlooked one hairy
detail: no one told the bears. Once upon a time, a group of libertarians got
together and hatched the Free Town Project, a plan to take over an American
town and completely eliminate its government. In 2004, they set their sights on
Grafton, NH, a barely populated settlement with one paved road. When they
descended on Grafton, public funding for pretty much everything shrank: the fire
department, the library, the schoolhouse. State and federal laws became meek
suggestions, scarcely heard in the town's thick wilderness. The anything-goes
atmosphere soon caught the attention of Grafton's neighbors: the bears.
Freedom-loving citizens ignored hunting laws and regulations on food disposal.
They built a tent city in an effort to get off the grid. The bears smelled food and
opportunity. A Libertarian Walks Into a Bear is the sometimes funny, sometimes
terrifying tale of what happens when a government disappears into the woods.
Complete with gunplay, adventure, and backstabbing politicians, this is the
ultimate story of a quintessential American experiment -- to live free or die,
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perhaps from a bear.
Johnson's memoirs encourages the reader to follow the subtle influences of
dreams, visions, and deepest sufferings in order to live attuned to the spiritual
self.
From legendary playwright August Wilson comes the powerful, stunning dramatic
bestseller that won him critical acclaim, including the Tony Award for Best Play
and the Pulitzer Prize. Troy Maxson is a strong man, a hard man. He has had to
be to survive. Troy Maxson has gone through life in an America where to be
proud and black is to face pressures that could crush a man, body and soul. But
the 1950s are yielding to the new spirit of liberation in the 1960s, a spirit that is
changing the world Troy Maxson has learned to deal with the only way he can, a
spirit that is making him a stranger, angry and afraid, in a world he never knew
and to a wife and son he understands less and less. This is a modern classic, a
book that deals with the impossibly difficult themes of race in America, set during
the Civil Rights Movement of the 1950s and 60s. Now an Academy Awardwinning film directed by and starring Denzel Washington, along with Academy
Award and Golden Globe winner Viola Davis.
A bestselling author shows how we can reclaim and make peace with the
"shadow" side of our personality.
Provides an illuminating explanation of the origins and meaning of romantic love and
shows how a proper understanding of its psychological dynamics can revitalize our
most important relationships.
A science journalist explores the latest research on dreams—how they work, what
they’re for, and how we can reap the benefits. While on a research trip in Peru, science
journalist Alice Robb became hooked on lucid dreaming—the uncanny phenomenon in
which a sleeping person can realize that they’re dreaming and even control the
dreamed experience. Finding these forays both puzzling and exhilarating, Robb dug
deeper into the science of dreams at an extremely opportune moment: just as
researchers began to understand why dreams exist. They aren’t just random events;
they have clear purposes. They help us learn and even overcome psychic trauma.
Robb draws on fresh and forgotten research, as well as her experience and that of
other dream experts, to show why dreams are vital to our emotional and physical
health. She explains how we can remember our dreams better—and why we should.
She traces the intricate links between dreaming and creativity, and even offers advice
on how we can relish the intense adventure of lucid dreaming for ourselves. Why We
Dream is both a cutting-edge examination of the meaning and purpose of our nightly
visions and a guide to changing our dream lives in order to make our waking lives
richer, healthier, and happier. “Robb offers a welcome antidote to the medicine
administered by most sleep gurus.” —New Yorker
Presenting an original and vital model for psychological development, the brilliant and
pioneering author of He, She, and We offers a new understanding of the stages of
personal growth through which maturity and wholeness can be achieved. Using
quintessential figures from classical literature--Don Quixote, Hamlet, and Faust--Robert
Johnson shows us three clearly defined stages of consciousness development. He
demonstrates how the true work of maturity is to grow through these levels to the selfPage 4/7
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realized state of completion and harmony. In Johnson's view, we all reach the stages
depicted by Don Quixote, Hamlet, and Faust at various times of our lives. The three
represent levels of consciousness within us, each vying for dominance. Don Quixote
portrays the innocent child, while Hamlet stands for our self-conscious need to act and
feel in control though we have no real connection to our inner selves. Faust embodies
the master of the true self, who has gained awareness by working through the stages.
All the creative art psychotherapies (art, dance, music, drama, poetry) can trace their
roots to C. G. Jung's early work on active imagination. Joan Chodorow here offers a
collection of Jung's writings on active imagination, gathered together for the first time.
Jung developed this concept between the years 1913 and 1916, following his break
with Freud. During this time, he was disoriented and experienced intense inner turmoil
--he suffered from lethargy and fears, and his moods threatened to overwhelm him.
Jung searched for a method to heal himself from within, and finally decided to engage
with the impulses and images of his unconscious. It was through the rediscovery of the
symbolic play of his childhood that Jung was able to reconnect with his creative spirit. In
a 1925 seminar and again in his memoirs, he tells the remarkable story of his
experiments during this time that led to his self-healing. Jung learned to develop an
ongoing relationship with his lively creative spirit through the power of imagination and
fantasies. He termed this therapeutic method "active imagination." This method is
based on the natural healing function of the imagination, and its many expressions.
Chodorow clearly presents the texts, and sets them in the proper context. She also
interweaves her discussion of Jung's writings and ideas with contributions from Jungian
authors and artists.
Double Blind follows three close friends and their circle through a year of extraordinary
transformation. Set between London, Cap d'Antibes, Big Sur, and a rewilded corner of
Sussex, this thrilling, ambitious novel is about the headlong pursuit of knowledge—for
the purposes of pleasure, revelation, money, sanity, or survival—and the consequences
of fleeing from what we know about others and ourselves. When Olivia meets a new
lover just as she is welcoming her best friend, Lucy, back from New York, her dedicated
academic life expands precipitously. Her connection to Francis, a committed naturalist
living off the grid, is immediate and startling. Eager to involve Lucy in her joy, Olivia
introduces the two—but Lucy has received shocking news of her own that binds the trio
unusually close. Over the months that follow, Lucy’s boss, Hunter, Olivia’s
psychoanalyst parents, and a young man named Sebastian are pulled into the friends’
orbit, and not one of them will emerge unchanged. Expansive, playful, and
compassionate, Edward St. Aubyn's Double Blind investigates themes of inheritance,
determinism, freedom, consciousness, and the stories we tell about ourselves. St.
Aubyn's major new novel is as compelling about ecology, psychoanalysis, genetics,
and neuroscience as it is about love, fear, and courage. Most of all, it is a perfect
expression of the interconnections it sets out to examine, and a moving evocation of an
imagined world that is deeply intelligent, often tender, curious, and very much alive.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • The acclaimed Nobel Prize winner powerfully examines
our obsession with beauty and conformity—and asks questions about race, class, and
gender with her characteristic subtly and grace. In Morrison’s bestselling first novel,
Pecola Breedlove—an 11-year-old Black girl in an America whose love for its blond, blueeyed children can devastate all others—prays for her eyes to turn blue: so that she will
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be beautiful, so that people will look at her, so that her world will be different. This is the
story of the nightmare at the heart of her yearning, and the tragedy of its fulfillment.
Here, Morrison’s writing is “so precise, so faithful to speech and so charged with pain
and wonder that the novel becomes poetry” (The New York Times).
An understanding of the symbolism of the child in dreams can help us make contact
with our own inner childandmdash;both the child we once were and the spontaneous,
childlike side of our nature. Using examples of dreamwork from her analytical practice
as well as themes from art, children's literature, and folklore, Dr. Asper shows how the
motif of the child may point to: and and and andbull;and Important information about
forgotten experiences of the past and and and andbull;and New and future possibilities
in our lives, especially during depression or transitional periods such as midlife and and
and andbull;and Our capacity for play, creativity, and joy and and and andbull;and A
renewal of spiritual life and the rediscovery of a lost childlike faith and and and
andbull;and A way to hear the psychological wounds of childhood and embrace the
future more freely and innocently
8 starred reviews · Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best · William C. Morris
Award Winner · National Book Award Longlist · Printz Honor Book · Coretta Scott King
Honor Book · #1 New York Times Bestseller! "Absolutely riveting!" —Jason Reynolds
"Stunning." —John Green "This story is necessary. This story is important." —Kirkus
(starred review) "Heartbreakingly topical." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "A
marvel of verisimilitude." —Booklist (starred review) "A powerful, in-your-face novel."
—Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds:
the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she
attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses
the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer.
Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling
him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the
streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and
her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the
only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say
could upend her community. It could also endanger her life. Want more of Garden
Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas's
powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.
Discover how the hidden messages in your dreams can change your life. A renowned expert
on the subject of dreams, Jeremy Taylor has studied dreams and has worked with thousands
of people both individually and in dream groups for more than forty years. His discoveries show
us how dreams can be the keys to gaining insight into our past and our conflicts, as well as
excursions into the fantastic realm of creative inspiration. An expanded and updated edition of
his classic guide to understanding your dreams—Where People Fly and Water Runs Uphill—The
Wisdom of Your Dreams provides readers with specific, hands-on techniques to help them
remember and interpret their dreams, establish a dream group, and learn the universal
symbolism of dreaming. Full of case histories and featuring a revised introduction by the author
and a new chapter about dreams as clues to the evolution of consciousness, this is a lifechanging and potentially world-changing work.
“Entertaining, informative, thought-provoking, mysterious, poetic. Men who read it will surely
learn much about themselves, and women—particularly those who are unfortunately misled into
thinking of men as “the enemy”—will find it a real eye-opener.”—Ruth Tiffany Barnhouse, M.D.,
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Th.M., Harvard University Robert A. Johnson's classic work exploring the differences between
man and woman, female and male—newly reissued. What does it really mean to be a man?
What are some of the landmarks along the road to mature masculinity? And what of the
feminine components of a man's personality? Women do not really know as much about men
as they think they do. They have developed, over the centuries, considerable expertise in the
technique of adapting to men, but that is not the same as truly understanding them. Women
often labor under the delusion that life is really pretty easy for men, at least when compared to
their own lot, and they have no idea what a complicated struggle is really involved in the
transition from male childhood to real manhood. As timely today as when it was first published,
He provides a fascinating look into male identity and how female dynamics influence men.
Lucid Dreaming: Gateway to the Inner Self is the account of an extraordinarily talented lucid
dreamer who goes beyond the boundaries of both psychology and religion. In the process, he
stumbles upon the Inner Self. While lucid (consciously aware) in the dream state and able to
act and interact with dream figures, objects, and settings, dream expert Robert Waggoner
experienced something transformative and unexpected. He was able to interact consciously
with the dream observer - the apparent Inner Self - within the dream. At first this seemed
shocking, even impossible, since psychology normally alludes to such theoretical inner aspects
as the Subliminal Self, the Center, the Internal Self-Helper in vague and theoretical ways.
Waggoner came to realize, however, that aware interaction with the Inner Self was not only
possible, but actual and highly inspiring. He concluded that while aware in the dream state,
one has both a psychological tool and a platform from which to understand dreaming and the
larger picture of man's psyche as well. Waggoner proposes 5 stages of lucid dreaming and
guides readers through them, offering advice for those who have never experienced the lucid
dream state and suggestions for how experienced lucid dreamers can advance to a new level.
Lucid Dreaming offers exciting insights and vivid illustrations that will intrigue not only avid
dreamworkers but anyone who is interested in consciousness, identity, and the definition of
reality.
Comprehensive guide to an understanding of dreams in light of the basic principles of
analytical psychology. Particular attention to common motifs, the role of complexes, and the
goal and purpose of dreams.
Bestselling author Carlos Castaneda introduces readers to the worlds that exist within their
dreams.
Loosely based on the Odyssey, this landmark of modern literature follows ordinary Dubliners
through an entire day in 1904. Captivating experimental techniques range from interior
monologues to exuberant wordplay and earthy humor.
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